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Description: Seven people who have something in
common; abandonment issues allow their issues to
manifest negatively in all of their relationships. Even
though their issues of abandonment stem from some of the same situations, how they play out is different
in nature. Are they doomed to repeat some of the same cycles of physical or emotional abandonment or
will they go to the extreme opposite to ensure that they cycle ends with them?
Reviewers say: (Currently 3 reviews totaling 4.5 Stars on Amazon.com):
I read this on ibook and I recommend it to anyone who is struggling, curious or is just concerned about
life. It’s not just for Gay people. But what I like is that the author portrays the lives of Same Gender
Loving people as experiencing the same “normal” problems and life situations as any other human
being. Kai Mann is sure to be an author that can deliver the literary goods that will keep anyone coming
back for more. GET THE BOOK! ~ Rev. Darlene C. Franklin
I found the characters to be very relatable. I loved some, saw myself in others, saw women I know or have
dated in a few. I read the book in a day I was unable to put it down. I genuinely wanted to know what was
going to happen next, the plots are well written and unpredictable. The stories happen to talk about
women who are lesbians but the issues (love, loss of love, friendships, betrayals of the cruelest nature,
human endurance, faith) transcend lines of gender and orientation. Must read.~ Nkenge Burkhead
I enjoyed reading this book. I like the philosophy (Jay)…you have to do you and let people do them.
Everyone’s life is a blessing. We all go through trials and tribulations…gay or straight. This is a good
read.~ Cathia Berrian

